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EXECUTIVE PROTECTION
The world is a dangerous place for high-profile individuals, where their safety, family, and
assets are threatened - a world where elevated status creates elevated risk. These
individuals need executive protection. While executive protection agents offer an
automatic deterrent for crime, our presence and skill have more benefits as well.
IT PROTECTS COMPANIES' TOP EXECUTIVES
A CEO or other widely recognized member of a company's executive team faces a similar danger
to celebrities; however, there's an additional threat that celebrities don't deal with - the investor
and business impact of something happening to a company's CEO. The company invests a lot of
money in CEOs. They have high expectations to manage growth and restore prominence if the
company falls on hard times. If in a worst-case scenario, a top executive dies, the reputation of the
company and its share prices may be greatly affected.
IT ENABLES SAFER AND MORE PRODUCTIVE TRAVEL
When you provide secure travel for a CEO or top executive, they may spend waiting time - in cabs
or airport lines - doing work or taking meetings by phone. Our presence gives a company leader
the opportunity to focus solely on their work while traveling because our team concentrates on
arriving at a destination safely and swiftly. CEOs are extremely busy individuals and every second
counts to ensure the success of their company.
Additionally, When a company leader is assured of their safe travel, they may be more inclined to
increase their number of work trips. This will allow them to have more productive meetings with
customers around the country, important employees in different regions, and face-to-face
meetings with government officials or investors in the company around the world.
IT PROVIDES IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE DURING EMERGENCIES
The benefit of having a trained and quality executive protection team traveling with your CEO
during a business trip means there is always a first responder immediately available if a company
leader experiences a medical emergency or attempted harm from an outside threat.
Fortaris Capital Advisors is comprised of former military and law enforcement professionals. We
won't only protect your family, assets, and self; we'll protect your piece of mind. Are you willing to
take the risk?
To learn more about our executive protection capabilities, contact us with the information below.
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